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1 Introduction

In the area of quality estimation, the aim is often to objectively measure the quality of an image or a video without the help of actual human viewers. The subjective estimations from observers are, however, the ground truth against which the models are tested. The objective metrics perform adequately when the differences in quality are clear. However, in the cases where image quality changes are small and subjective estimations are based more on preferences than on differentiating artifacts, things become more complex. The models try to use the knowledge of how the human visual system functions to make more accurate measures, and visual attention is one feature that is sometimes taken into account. To understand what influences visual attention in the subjective tasks that serve as ground truth for objective measures, eye movement research on viewing strategies in different tasks is needed.

Both top-down and bottom-up influences control our gaze and where we allocate our attention, since without this interaction we would not be able to act in our environment. Top-down influences are internal factors coming from the observer and bottom-up influences are factors coming from the environment. Top-down influences are the observer’s aims and states, such as knowledge of what is needed to accomplish a task, and bottom-up influences are, for example, the physical characteristics of an object. However, many studies have found that top-down influences direct gaze more than low-level bottom-up influences. The evidence in favor of a strong top-down guidance of gaze control has led to the need for a better understanding of visual tasks.

Image quality estimation is one example of a visual value estimation task. Image quality can be defined as the degree to which something fulfills the requirements imposed on it. In other words, how valuable an image is under certain circumstances. One definition of image quality stresses that the image must have an adequate combination of discriminability and identifiability in the items depicted. These requirements are good for distinguishing low-quality images from high-quality images, but they reveal little about differences in a high image quality. In the case of high image quality, the requirements of discriminability and identifiability are no longer sufficient, since the images are always both recognizable and distinguishable. Research examining the subjective dimensions of multivariate image quality has found that high-quality images were separated from the others based on naturalness, and lower-quality images from the others according to sharpness and darkness. At high levels of image quality, estimation is a highly subjective preference task where the value of an image is determined by subjective impressions that are not directly convertible to low-level image changes but instead show a subjective interpretation of changes in certain contexts. High-level image quality estimation can be considered a preference task, and preference tasks can be linked to gaze control studies where the effect of the tasks on eye movement patterns has been examined.

Common tasks in gaze control studies include free viewing, memory, search, and detection tasks. However, after Antes examined eye movements in preference estimation related to line drawings, preference estimation has received little attention in studies on gaze control in
natural scenes. Compared to the common tasks in the eye movement studies listed above, the preference task is special, since it is a subjective evaluation task where the subjective value of an object lies in the interpretations the observer gives to the object under certain circumstances, or is otherwise stated in the interaction between the object and observer’s cognitive and affective processes. Other tasks have objectively correct answers or do not require an answer at all (free viewing).

Even with the limited attention paid to preference tasks in gaze control research, some studies on the subject have been done. For example, Antes concluded that when people viewed an image and evaluated their preference, the first part of the act consisted of viewing the informative aspects of the image and the latter part the examination of less informative details. Later, in scene viewing studies, saccade lengths have been linked to different ways of watching an image: long saccades (>8 deg) have been identified as transitions to new image areas and short saccades have been associated with a detailed examination of certain areas. In addition, fixation durations have been connected with saccade lengths: long fixations connected with short saccades define local processing and short fixations connected with long saccades are relocations to new regions of the scene. These different types of processing have been examined in relation to different viewing tasks. A study that compared gaze control in four visual tasks found that when estimating pleasantness, viewing was described as having global processing because of its long saccade lengths (with the average being above a visual angle of 7 deg). In addition, it found that fixation durations were shorter in the pleasantness and search tasks than in the memory and free-viewing tasks.

Earlier eye movement research in quality estimation studies has shown that when estimating quality, fewer fixations were made on regions of interest (ROIs) than in a free-viewing task. The ROIs were defined using areas that the observers were watching the most in the free-viewing task. Furthermore, it has been shown that the fixations’ spatial distribution in the free-viewing task differed from their distribution in the quality estimation task and that the information from the free-viewing task was more useful for objective quality measures. However, the free-viewing task is different from the quality estimation task since it does not require an estimation or answer to any question related to images. Compared with the free-viewing tasks, the degradations in images in the quality estimation task were indeed noticed to influence the spatial viewing, even though there was no difference in fixation durations. One might ask whether the differences between the tasks are still visible if one compares two estimation tasks.

1.1 Present Study

In this study, we examine how the task changes viewing strategies when comparing quality estimation and difference estimation tasks that are performed on the same material with comparisons between a pair of images and only the instructions of what is being estimated are changed. For both quality and difference estimation tasks, it is possible to apply the magnitude estimation of differences or change in quality however, only one involves value evaluation and can, therefore, be considered a preference task. Magnitude estimation requires the subject to assign numbers to a series of stimuli under the instruction to make the numbers proportional to the apparent magnitudes of the sensations produced. Therefore, both tasks require forward and backward comparisons, since both tasks involve a magnitude estimation of an image pair. In one task, the observers estimate the perceived difference between two images with a numerical scale defined by a reference image pair, and in another task, the observers estimate the difference in quality between two images with a numerical scale defined by a reference image. The answers were given on a scale with 0 indicating no difference or no difference in quality in an image pair and number 20 indicating the same difference or difference in quality as in the reference image pair.

Furthermore, both of these tasks are important in the area of image quality estimation, since sometimes the objective is to determine whether some artifacts are detectible, and sometimes whether the observers’ preferences have changed due to these artifacts. Therefore, in image quality studies, it is important to understand how the instructions change viewing strategies. In our study, we used natural image material having small global changes in image quality. The difference estimation in this case is not a simple search task with one correct answer, but requires scanning and evaluating all changes in the different parts of an image. Image quality estimation with high-quality material is a preference task with no correct answer. The main emphasis of the study is not the subjective ratings the observers give in different tasks, but whether the tasks of quality and difference estimation show differences in strategies.

We examine viewing strategies from the perspective of both the temporal information from eye movements, such as fixation durations, and the spatial allocation of attention. To clarify the allocation of attention in different tasks, we calculated two measures concerning image areas: the semantic ROIs and the low-level saliency of the images. These measures are used to define different bottom-up influences: one concentrating on semantical meanings of the image and the other on low-level image features, such as color, intensity, and orientation. The phenomenon of change blindness has underlined the importance of semantically significant areas by showing that observers often fail to detect quite large changes if they are outside the ROIs, defined as semantically meaningful image areas. On the other hand, some models suggest that it is possible to estimate visual attention allocation on the basis of available low-level image features. We formed five hypotheses about the differences between the tasks.

1. Fixation durations are shorter in a quality estimation task than in a difference task

Shorter fixation durations have been found in a preference task when compared with memory and free-viewing tasks. Shorter fixation durations mean less information is needed per fixation.

2. Quality estimation tasks show a global viewing strategy demonstrated by long saccade lengths

A global viewing strategy would mean short fixations and many relocations, many relocations, similar to a preference task. Therefore, a vast area would be scanned. When estimating quality, fewer fixations have been made on ROIs than...
in a free-viewing task, which could be in line with the global viewing strategy since there is a less detailed examination of small areas; however, this would have to be confirmed.

**H3: There is a difference between spatial allocation of attention in an image quality task and difference estimation task**

Earlier differences in spatial attention allocation have been found in the tasks of free viewing and quality estimation. In this study, we want to confirm this difference in strategies due to tasks that are more similar than free viewing and quality estimation. We will use two magnitude estimation tasks, where the goal of one is to estimate the magnitude of the quality difference and that of the other is to estimate the magnitude of the perceived difference.

**H4: Attention is allocated to areas of semantic interest more in a quality estimation task than in difference estimation task**

We hypothesized that because preferences are context-dependent and interpretations of quality changes differ depending on the content these would be seen in the concentration of attention on semantically important image areas.

**H5: Attention is allocated to areas of high saliency estimated from the low-level image features more in a difference task than in a quality estimation task**

We hypothesized that a difference estimation task would direct the subjects’ gaze more to areas of high saliency, since there is no reason for context dependency and areas with artifacts are important.

### 2 Methods

The observers completed two visual tasks during which their eye movements were recorded. The first was a memory task, which was used to define the semantic ROIs. Following this, all observers were shown pairs of images with a nonprocessed (A) and processed (A’) image in an adjusted flicker paradigm setting (A, A’, A). Half of the observers estimated the perceived difference (hereafter the difference task) and the other half the perceived quality difference (hereafter the quality estimation task). The processing of the images was selected to show the variety of artifacts common in optical systems. The artifacts were small global changes.

#### 2.1 Participants

Twenty observers participated in the experiment. They reported to be naïve in image quality estimation. All had normal or corrected to normal vision, which was tested for near visual acuity, near contrast vision (near F.A.C.T.), and color vision (Farnsworth D-15). Four observers were excluded from further analysis due to problems in eye tracking data (calibration or missing data). The final number of observers was 16 (8 for both tasks). One observer did not perform the memory task, and thus, the number of observers in this task was 15. Six observers were male and 10 female. The mean age of the subjects was 24 years (the youngest 20 and the oldest 28). They were recruited from Helsinki University’s students’ e-mail lists and each received two movie tickets for their participation.

#### 2.2 Stimuli

In this study, we used the term content to refer to one scene and the term image to refer to different versions of one content scene. Altogether, there were seven different contents (Figs. 1 and 2). The contents presented close-ups of people (Figs. 1a and 2a), people further away with many surrounding details (Figs. 1b and 2b), a town scene with people (Fig. 2c), a town scene without people (Fig. 2d), and a nature scene (Fig. 2e). The image content woman (Fig. 2b) was a test image specifically designed and developed for the evaluation of color still image processes. The contents boy (Fig. 2a) and scenery (Fig. 2c) were also captured and utilized for the purposes of image quality evaluation. The Belgian café (Fig. 2c) is the content that the ISO recommends for evaluating the results of image processing. The remaining three images [children, town, and party, Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c] were chosen to present different photographic contents, such as people close-up and at a distance, inside and outside images, and small details and scenery. These images formed image pairs, where image A was the original image and image A’ the processed version of the same content. Image processing was performed differently for two different content groups, group A (Fig. 1) and group B (Fig. 2), to obtain more variability in the contents.

![Fig. 1](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Electronic-Imaging/061103-3/Nov-Dec-2014-Vol-23(6).jpg)

**Fig. 1** The contents in group A were (a) children, (b) party, and (c) town. These contents were manipulated by using blur, noise, white point, and luminance (plus or minus).
and manipulations. The groups were defined so that different content types were present in both groups (close-ups of people, people further away, and scenery).

We selected both structural (blur, noise, and jpeg-compression) and nonstructural (white point, increased, and decreased luminance) manipulations. The nonstructural manipulations are especially important for understanding the estimations of high-quality images since these do not change the discriminability of the image. Three contents (group A, Fig. 1) were processed with five different types of processing; blur, noise, the white point, and increased and decreased luminance. The images were processed in a MATLAB® software (MathWorks Inc., Massachusetts) environment using the image processing toolbox. Noise manipulation was performed using the imnoise function with Gaussian additive noise with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.005. Image blurring was performed using the imfilter function with a Gaussian low-pass filter with a standard deviation of 0.75. Luminance manipulation was performed by first transforming the image from the sRGB color space to the La*b* and adding a value of 10 or subtracting a value of 12 from the L channel and then transforming the image back to the sRGB color space. White point manipulation was performed by adjusting the color temperature of the illumination was 2700 K (party). For four image contents (group B, Fig. 2), JPEG2000 compressions were made with a publicly available codec, Kakadu 6.0, using three different bitrates: 0.1068, 0.21173, and 1.708 bpp.

These images from both content groups A (3 × 5) and B (4 × 3) formed 27 image pairs, with an original and a processed image in each pair. The images were presented using the full screen (1600 × 1200 pixels), which means they subtended a visual angle of 30.8 deg × 23.3 deg at a viewing distance of 80 cm. Two contents had a small horizontal width (Belgian café: 991 pixels, visual angle of 19.1 deg; boy: 800 pixels, visual angle of 15.4 deg). They were presented at the center of the screen with middle gray areas to the sides.

2.3 Apparatus

The stimuli were displayed on an EizoColorEdge CG210 (EIZO Corporation, Ishikawa, Japan) 21.3 in. monitor using an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT graphic card with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. The display was viewed in a darkened midgray tent with dim background lighting from behind at 30 lux and 5300 K on the surface of the display. The calibration was set for gamma 2.2 and was measured with an Eye-One Monitor/pro, (X-rite, Michigan), which gave a white point of 80.1 cd/m², CIE [x,y], 0.31, 0.33.

Eye movements were monitored using a Tobii x120 standalone eye tracking device (Tobii Technology, Stockholm, Sweden), with an accuracy of 0.5 deg and a data rate of 120 Hz. The distance of the observer was checked at the beginning of the experiment when calibration was performed for the eye tracker, so that the observer’s distance from the eye tracker was ~65 cm and that from the monitor was ~80 cm. The observer’s distance and head position were checked at every stage of the experiment. The observers were instructed to remain in approximately the same position as they were when calibrating the eye tracker. For calibration, the observer fixated on a dot appearing at five points on the display.

2.4 Procedure

Figure 3 presents a flow chart for the procedure. The observers first read general instructions, which explained that the
research was investigating visual perception in photographs using eye movement tracking. Then their vision was tested. The observers faced a monitor where the images were presented; the eye tracking device was below it. Below the eye tracking device was a laptop computer on which they entered their answers. Responses were made on the laptop only when no test image was present on the display screen. After the vision tests, the experiment leader explained the memory task, checked the observers’ head position, and calibrated the eye tracker.

First, the observers completed a memory task, which was used to define the semantic ROIs. Only the nonprocessed images (A) were presented in this task (altogether seven images, one of each content). The instructions were to look at the image and later write down what was in it as if describing the objects in the pictures to someone who had not seen it. When the observers felt that they had seen the image long enough, they clicked the button on a mouse and a gray screen with information on the image number and the instruction to write down the answer in a free text field appeared. The experimenter went through the first image together with the observer to make sure that the observer had understood the instructions. Then the observer continued the task alone. Five different randomizations were used in the experiment. This meant that the same randomization was used for four observers, two for each task. Before each image was shown, a black fixation point appeared in the middle of the screen on a gray background for about 80 ms.

After the memory task, the participants were divided into two groups: a difference task group and a quality estimation task group. The experimenter then gave new instructions. For the difference task group, the instructions were to estimate how large the change in an image pair was; for the quality estimation group, the instructions were to estimate how large the change in quality in an image pair was. The setting was modified from Ref. 17. The scales for the estimations were determined by a reference image pair (Fig. 4), which was shown at the beginning of the task, after four practice contents, and throughout the test as every tenth image pair. The participants were informed that the numerical amount of change or the amount of change in quality in the reference image pair was 20 and that the value 0 described no visible difference between the two images presented. The reference image content was a picture of a parking lot. The reference image pair gave a reference value of 20 for the change or quality difference. The test image pairs were presented in five different random orders, so that four observers always did the test with the same randomizations, two observers from each task.

The observers viewed image pairs in a setting that resembled the flicker paradigm or the three-interval paradigm commonly used in change detection studies. Each observer first saw the original image (image A) and then a processed version of the same image (image A’) followed by the original image again (image A) (Fig. 4). Contrary to the typical flicker paradigm, the observers themselves decided on the length of time they would look at each image by pressing the button on the mouse. We considered it important that the viewing time would not be fixed, since different viewing tasks have been shown to require different amounts of time to finish. They saw each test image pair only once. Before each image was shown, a fixation point appeared in the middle of the screen on a mid-gray background for about 80 ms. After watching all three images, the number of the image pair and the instructions to answer the questions appeared. For practice, the experimenter and observer together went through four practice contents that were different from the test image contents. The material was presented in the same way in both tasks.

2.5 Eye Movement Data Analysis

In the change and quality estimation tasks, only the data from fixations on the processed images (images A’) that were inside the image area were included in the analysis. Two consecutive data points were calculated to be in the same fixation if they were within a 35 pixel (visual angle of 0.67 deg) radius of each other. The first fixation was defined as the first fixation that started after the test image had appeared. In addition, fixations lasting <90 ms or >2000 ms were removed from the data as outliers. This meant that 2.9% of the fixations were removed (2.5% <90 ms and 0.4% >2000 ms). When examining the strategies used in different tasks (when analyzing fixation durations and saccade lengths), we removed the last fixations from the analysis, since these were the fixations when the mouse button was pressed to move to the next image and the function of the

![Fig. 4 The reference image pair gave a reference value of 20 for the change or quality difference.](image-url)
fixation probably was not the same as with the other fixations. It has been suggested that the final fixation before the execution of task-related movement is connected to the tasks’ cognitive demands. We, however, kept this fixation in the analysis when examining the spatial distribution of fixations, since we cannot state that the processing of image ends before this final fixation. The saccade amplitudes were calculated in visual angles using Euclidean distance.

2.6 Semantic Regions of Interest
The semantically meaningful places in the contents were calculated from the memory task to show the areas on which the observers fixated the most when examining semantically meaningful image areas. The instructions were to watch the images and then write down the most important things about them as if they were describing the images to someone who had not seen them. For defining ROIs in images, similar separate, brief verbal descriptions were used in a seminal study on change blindness. However, they used the verbal descriptions to define the ROIs and we used the fixations recorded while performing the task. Defining the ROIs allows for a comparison of the other two tasks from the perspective of how much the semantically important areas in the images are attended to.

To define the regions of the semantically important areas, a fixation distribution map of each image was convolved with a Gaussian kernel. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian kernel that defined the size of the patch was set to a visual angle of 2 deg (104 pixels).

\[ \text{FWHM} = 104/2\sqrt{2\ln2}. \]

Each fixation was weighted according to its duration and the Gaussian filter approximated the area of accurate vision. In other words, the Gaussian filter was calculated with the standard MATLAB® (MathWorks Inc.) function fspecial, where the FWHM was the standard deviation and the size of fixation was its duration. From the resulting fixation density map (FDM), we defined the regions where the concentration of fixations was high. From the FDM, the value of 0.25 on the z axis was defined as the cut-off point for ROI since our qualitative examination of the distributions showed this to be the single value that best suited most of the images. When comparing the tasks, we calculated how many fixations were present inside this area defined as the ROI.

2.7 Low-Level Salient Areas
We used Saliency Toolbox 2.2 (Ref. [3]), which was downloaded in July 2011. The toolbox is based on the modeling work of Itti and Koch and was modified by Walther and Koch. It models attention with a biologically plausible model that calculates the salient areas of images using contrast, color, and orientation information. The saliency toolbox compiles a 1/16 cell saliency map for the images, which shows the salient areas of a given image using the information on contrast, color, and orientation information weighted with the winner-take-all maps. We used the Saliency Toolbox 2.2’s default settings (color, intensity, and four orientations with a weight of 1) and added a skin color feature with a weight of 1, since our images contained human beings. The parameters of the pyramid levels were dyadic, the normalization type was iterative and the number of iterations was 3, and the shape mode was a feature map. The saliency maps were calculated only from the nonprocessed images (A), and since the toolbox provides a 1/16 cell saliency map, this map was converted into the size of the original images using nearest-neighbor interpolation. The areas that had positive saliency values were defined as salient image areas. When comparing the tasks, we calculated the fixations within the salient areas.

2.8 Fixated Area
The fixations from all observers in one experimental group (eight observers in both groups) were combined and two fixation distribution maps were compiled in the same manner as when defining the semantic ROIs. The cut-off point selected from the FDM was 0.02 on the z axis, since our qualitative examination of the distributions showed this to be the single value that best suited most of the images.

2.9 Statistical Tests
The data were normalized for the subjective evaluation of difference and quality difference to make the distributions of the evaluations comparable between observers. The evaluations of perceived difference or the difference in quality were divided (scaled) by the observer’s median evaluation. The median was chosen because it was not possible to assume that the estimations would be normally distributed.

Since the data were not normally distributed and there were dependencies due to repeated estimations of different images, we used generalized estimating equations (GEEs) for the analysis. GEEs can be used for non-normal correlated data and with data having missing values, since they use within-cluster similarity of the residuals to estimate the correlation in order to reestimate the regression parameters and to calculate standard errors. With GEEs, one can select the distribution that fits the data: for image duration, fixation duration, first fixations duration, and saccade amplitudes; the distribution was defined as gamma with a log-link, and for the number of fixations, it was defined as a Poisson distribution with a log-linear link. For subjective magnitude estimations, the distribution was defined as both a tweedie and link function identity. For fixation durations and saccade amplitudes, the means from one person’s eye movements on one image were used. In the analysis, the subject was defined as a subject, the within-subject variable was the image, and the factors were defined to be image contents and processing types as well as the task.

To compare the two groups in terms of the areas fixated on, and the proportion of fixations on ROIs as well as on salient areas, we used generalized linear models (GLMs) for the averages across all participants performing the same task on each image, since by using a link function that defines the relationship between the systematic component of the data and the outcome variable, they can deal with the data that do not fulfill the requirements of normality. This was due to the distribution of values: when examining the proportions of single images, the distributions were non-normal because they had many values of 1 (in ROIs) or 0 (in salient areas). By taking the means per image, the distributions began to approach normal as would happen according to the central limit theorem. GLMs do not require normality and can deal with categorical predictors. The probability
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distribution for the proportion of fixations on ROIs and salient areas was normal and, for the area fixated on, Gaussian.

3 Results

Table 1 summarizes the results of the different tasks by giving the median for each variable as well as the significance of the comparison between tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quality estimation</th>
<th>Difference estimation</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viewing time (ms)</td>
<td>2465</td>
<td>3914</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixation durations (ms)</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccade amplitude (deg)</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First fixation duration (ms)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixation count</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area fixated on (%)</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion in salient areas (%)</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion in regions of interest (%)</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ns, nonsignificant, *p < 0.5, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

Our observers spent more time watching the processed image (image A') in the difference task (median 3.91 s) than in the quality estimation task (median 2.47) [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 9.2$, $p < 0.01$] and needed more fixations in a difference task [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 7.2$, $p < 0.01$]. In other words, the difference task needed more time than the quality estimation task.

However, for fixation duration averages per image per observer, the main influence of the task was not significant [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 1.1$, $p > 0.05$], but the interactions between the task and the contents [Wald $\chi^2(5) = 19.8$, $p < 0.01$] as well as the task and the manipulation [Wald $\chi^2(6) = 13.6$, $p < 0.01$] were significantly different [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. Therefore, the differences due to the task in fixation durations are visible only if the type of the test material is taken into account.

We further examined the durations of the first fixations, since when viewing a scene the initial fixation provides an abstract scene representation that is used to plan subsequent eye movements through the scene. The first fixation duration reflects the immediate information processing, in this case, the processing of the first actively chosen fixation point. The first fixations were longer in the quality estimation task (median 350 ms) than in the difference task (median 300 ms) [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 7.5$, $p < 0.01$]. Planning where to look next consequently took longer in the quality estimation task than in the difference task.

The saccades’ average length per image was longer in the difference task (median 6.1 deg of visual angle) than in the quality task (median 5.4 deg of visual angle) [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 7.2$, $p < 0.01$] and needed more fixations in a difference task [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 7.2$, $p < 0.01$]. In other words, the difference task needed more time than the quality estimation task.

3.2 Description of Differences Between Viewing Strategies

Our observers spent more time watching the processed image (image A') in the difference task (median 3.91 s) than in the quality estimation task (median 2.47) [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 9.2$, $p < 0.01$] and needed more fixations in a difference task [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 7.2$, $p < 0.01$]. In other words, the difference task needed more time than the quality estimation task.

However, for fixation duration averages per image per observer, the main influence of the task was not significant [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 1.1$, $p > 0.05$], but the interactions between the task and the contents [Wald $\chi^2(5) = 19.8$, $p < 0.01$] as well as the task and the manipulation [Wald $\chi^2(6) = 13.6$, $p < 0.01$] were significantly different [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. Therefore, the differences due to the task in fixation durations are visible only if the type of the test material is taken into account.

Our observers spent more time watching the processed image (image A') in the difference task (median 3.91 s) than in the quality estimation task (median 2.47) [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 9.2$, $p < 0.01$] and needed more fixations in a difference task [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 7.2$, $p < 0.01$]. In other words, the difference task needed more time than the quality estimation task.

However, for fixation duration averages per image per observer, the main influence of the task was not significant [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 1.1$, $p > 0.05$], but the interactions between the task and the contents [Wald $\chi^2(5) = 19.8$, $p < 0.01$] as well as the task and the manipulation [Wald $\chi^2(6) = 13.6$, $p < 0.01$] were significantly different [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. Therefore, the differences due to the task in fixation durations are visible only if the type of the test material is taken into account.
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We further examined the durations of the first fixations, since when viewing a scene the initial fixation provides an abstract scene representation that is used to plan subsequent eye movements through the scene. The first fixation duration reflects the immediate information processing, in this case, the processing of the first actively chosen fixation point. The first fixations were longer in the quality estimation task (median 350 ms) than in the difference task (median 300 ms) [Wald $\chi^2(1) = 7.5$, $p < 0.01$]. Planning where to look next consequently took longer in the quality estimation task than in the difference task.

Fig. 5 The medians of fixation durations (a) and saccade lengths (b) are presented as a function of task and image content.
χ²(1) = 8.7, p < 0.01. The average saccade lengths’ interaction with task and content was significant [Wald χ²(5) = 15.4, p < 0.01], but interaction between task and manipulation was not [Wald χ²(6) = 2.3, p > 0.05] [Figs. 7(b) and 10]. This means that in the difference tasks, the viewing consisted of fixations that were further apart and there was less detailed examination with repeated fixation in one area than in the quality task.

Furthermore, as a group the observers’ fixations were distributed over a larger area in the difference task than in the quality estimation task (medians: 26.1% of the image area in the difference task and 15.2% in the quality task) [Wald χ²(1) = 232.0, p < 0.001]. When comparing the areas covered by the different tasks at a group level, we noticed that the area attended to in the quality estimation task was on average 16.7% of the whole image area, and only an average of 4.1% of this area was not covered by the fixations in the difference task. This means that in the difference task, the observers fixated on the areas considered important in the quality estimation task. However, they also fixated on a large area outside of this region.

3.3 Semantic Regions of Interest and Low-Level Saliency

To examine how important the semantically informative areas of the images were, we calculated the semantic ROIs for the image content. Here we defined the semantic ROIs as the meaningful places that convey the message of the image measured by the eye movements from the memory task. Figure 7 shows the semantic ROIs with rounded yellow contours. In the portrait images [Figs. 7(c) and 7(f)], the semantic ROIs were mostly focused on the faces. Figure 8 shows the proportion of the image area that belonged to the semantic ROIs, salient areas, or both. It also shows that the area of the semantic ROIs varied from 6.1% (boy) to 41% (Belgian café) of the image area (Figs. 7 and 8).

To compare the semantic ROIs with the prediction based on low-level saliency, we used a saliency model to calculate the salient areas in each image. These areas are shown with angular green contours in Fig. 7. The salient areas were widely distributed across the entire image areas. Figure 7 shows that the salient areas per image content changed from 10.4% for the content woman to 6.4% for the image scenery. When comparing semantic ROIs and salient areas, it must be kept in mind that the starting point for these measures is different, since the semantic ROIs are based on a memory task and the saliency models are developed using visual attention based on a search task as the starting point. Therefore, these describe different areas of images and are suitable for examining whether the tasks of difference estimation and quality estimation use high-level or low-level image features as bases for their evaluations.

Figures 7 and 8 also show the amount of overlap between semantic ROIs and salient areas. The area of overlap was the largest for the contents woman [Fig. 7(b); 4.8% of the area] and party [Fig. 7(d); 4.3%] and smallest for the content children [Fig. 7(c); 0.7%] (Fig. 8). Semantic ROIs and low-level saliency displayed the least amount of overlap in images where a large part of the image area consisted of one or two faces [Fig. 7(e), children and Fig. 7(f), boy], which is consistent with earlier results suggesting the dominance of social cues over saliency cues. Here social cues mean information about humans and their relations.

We calculated the proportion of fixation durations on the salient areas and semantic ROIs compared with all fixation durations in the different tasks. A significantly smaller proportion of time was spent in the salient image areas than in the ROIs (Figs. 6 and 11). The task had an effect on fixation locations, as the proportion of time inside the semantic ROIs was higher in the quality estimation task than in the difference task [Wald χ²(1) = 251.0, p < 0.001] and vice versa in the salient areas [Wald χ²(1) = 4.3, p < 0.05] (Figs. 6 and 11). Further, the task and the content had a
significant interaction both in the proportion of time spent on semantic ROIs \( \chi^2(5) = 118.2, p < 0.001; \) Fig. 9(a) as well as on salient areas \( \chi^2(5) = 52.6, p < 0.001; \) Fig. 9(b). It seems that the attention allocation differs most between the tasks when the contents have strong attention attracters, such as faces. This might reflect the fact that in the difference task, the attention is actively allocated outside the regions of semantic interest to find the differences, whereas in the quality estimation, there is no need to avoid making the judgment based on semantically strong image areas. Also, the processing influenced attention allocation differently depending on the task [semantic ROIs: \( \chi^2(6) = 16.2, p < 0.05; \) Fig. 10(a); salient areas: \( \chi^2(6) = 44.5, p < 0.001; \) Fig. 10(b)]. Especially when luminance is processed, quality seems to be estimated from the semantically important areas more than difference. Therefore, the semantically important areas are more important than low-level saliency, and the semantically important areas appeared to be more important in the quality estimation task than in the difference task.

Fig. 7 The semantic regions of interest (ROIs) (rounded yellow lines) and low-level salient areas (angular green lines) are shown for all test image content: (a) woman, (b) party, (c) town, (d) scenery, (e) children, (f) boy, and (g) Belgian café. Only the nonprocessed images (A) were used for calculating the semantic ROIs and saliency.

Fig. 8 The proportion of the image covered by semantic ROIs and salient areas, as well as the proportion of the image that was both a salient and a semantic ROI. The image contents are arranged according to the proportion of the areas defined by both measures with the contents having the largest common area on the left and the smallest on the right. The areas were calculated only from the nonprocessed images.
Further examination revealed that the salient areas were attended to mainly if they were also within the ROIs (Fig. 11). The proportion of fixations in the salient areas and outside the semantic ROIs was only 1.7% in the quality estimation task and 3.5% in the difference task [Fig. 11(a)]. However, although the area that was both salient and within the semantic ROIs comprised, on average, <5% of the whole image area (Fig. 8), it nevertheless accounted for 13.8% of the fixations in the quality estimation task and 12.0% in the difference task [Fig. 11(a)]. Therefore, the salient areas of the image are important only if they are also semantically important. This means that the semantics of an image overrule the low-level saliency even in the tasks where the content should not be important for the evaluation, which is the case for the difference task.

4 Discussion

The results show that the observers rated the perceived difference and quality difference equally in both tasks, but that the strategies for doing so were different. In the quality...
estimation task, there were shorter viewing times, fewer fixations, smaller areas attended to, and shorter saccade amplitudes than in the difference task. Additionally, the context-dependency of the quality estimation task was visible in our results since in the quality estimation task, the fixations concentrated heavily on semantically meaningful image areas. The difference task concentrated slightly more on salient image areas than the quality estimation task. Therefore, we can say that only a small difference in the instruction influenced the strategy used to view the images.

However, even though we found differences in viewing strategies, not all accorded with our hypothesis. Considering the fixation durations and the global viewing strategy, the findings were opposite to the hypothesis. Our results show that in fixation durations, the difference between the tasks was visible only when taking the image content into account, and we hypothesized them to be shorter in the quality estimation task, as they were in a previous study concerning preference estimation23 (H1). Furthermore, our results do not support the hypothesis that the viewing strategy would be global in a quality estimation task (H2), since the saccade lengths were shorter in the quality estimation task than in the difference estimation task, and furthermore, their median was <7 deg. We also hypothesized that there would be a difference in the spatial allocation of attention in the image quality task compared to the difference estimation task (H3), which was confirmed. As well, the fixation concentrated more on semantically important regions in the quality estimation task than in the difference task (H4), and less on salient image areas (H5) as hypothesized. However, it must be kept in mind that the proportions of fixations on salient image areas in the difference task were still low (14% median) and the salient areas also had to be semantically important to gain attention.

### 4.1 Differences in Viewing Strategies

The length of a fixation is related to how much information needs to be extracted from an area. Fixation duration can, therefore, be related to the information retrieval requirements of the task. In our study, there was no difference in fixation durations between the tasks. This is similar to a result that found no difference in fixation durations between the fixations on impaired image in the image quality estimation task and free viewing of the original image. However, pleasantness and search tasks have earlier been reported to have shorter fixation durations compared with free-viewing and memory tasks, which had long fixation durations. The difference between the findings in Ref. 23 and ours might indicate that the magnitude estimation of image quality differences between two images requires more processing on each fixation than when simply estimating the pleasantness of one image. In our quality estimation task, the observers had to remember the previous image to be able to answer the quality estimation question.

Even if there were no differences in fixation durations between the tasks, the interaction between image content and fixation duration was significant. The fixation durations were longer in the quality tasks with contents such as scenery and town, which did not have strong attention attracters, like human forms, faces, text, or clear objects. Also, the fixations concentrated more on semantically important areas in portraits in the quality estimation task than in the difference task. The importance of image contents for the estimation of quality had been noted earlier when the spatial distribution of fixations was found to be more useful for objective quality metrics if the images had strong or medium attention attracters. Also, the fixation durations were different depending on the manipulations and the task. It seems that the structural manipulations need longer fixations than non-structural, especially in the difference task, which might be related to the fact that these present clearer artifacts. These results show that eye movement strategies are constantly built in the interaction between task requirements and attention attracters, both of which should always be taken into account in order to understand human viewing strategies.

Our difference estimation task required more time to complete than the quality estimation task. This might be because of the need to examine the whole image area for possible changes. At the level of single fixations, however, there were no differences between the tasks. In our study, more samples from a larger area and more time to integrate this information were needed for the difference estimation than quality estimation. Our results may show a phenomenon similar to that observed when comparing visual search and memorization tasks. The study found no differences in single fixation durations, but found that the task influenced the number of fixations within a gaze at a given object.

Earlier research has found an average saccade amplitude of >7 deg for pleasantness estimation, suggesting the dominance of global processing. Our study found the median saccade amplitude in the quality estimation task to be much
shorter (5.4 deg of the visual angle), which might suggest more local than global scanning. Five degrees of the visual angle is considered to be a limit for parafoveal vision, and short and long saccades have been connected with different modes of visual attention.  

4.2 Differences in Spatial Attention Allocation  
We hypothesized that low-level saliency could be important in the difference estimation task. We found slightly more fixations on salient areas in the difference task than in the quality estimation task. In our study, however, low-level saliency accounted for a small proportion of fixations, only 14% in the quality task and 15% in the difference task, when the proportion of fixations on the regions of semantic interest was 75% in the quality estimation task and 65% in the difference task. The importance of semantic ROIs was clearly emphasized in the quality estimation task. The meaning of semantically important areas is especially strong, since in this study, the observers had seen the image contents beforehand in the memorization task and as the first images in the image pairs. Furthermore, the areas of low-level saliency could attract attention only if they were also within semantically meaningful areas. This confirms the suggestion that saliency models mainly work because objects are often salient, and therefore, salient areas are also semantically meaningful. Our results show that when modeling a task, semantically meaningful image areas should be taken into account, rather than areas of low-level saliency.  

For the quality estimation, the places fixated on were mostly the semantically important areas of an image, which were then examined in detail with short saccades indicating local processing. The same semantic ROIs were attended to in the difference task, but there were also areas fixated on that were both outside the ROIs and outside the area of low-level saliency. The semantic ROIs were crucial for both tasks, as is suggested by change blindness studies. Nevertheless, our results also show the influence of the task: in the difference task, ROIs alone were insufficient. The quality estimation may have depended solely on semantically important places, but for detecting differences, an evaluation of the whole image was needed and a larger area was scanned. Contrary to this, earlier studies comparing free viewing and quality estimation found that free viewing attracted more attention to the ROIs than quality estimation, where fixations were spread also outside this area. This could reflect the differing demands of free-viewing and quality estimation tasks: in the free-viewing task, no aspect of an image is important for the task’s sake, since there is no question to answer later, and in the quality estimation task, there is. However, the results could also be influenced by the fact that the fixations from the free-viewing task were used as the bases for calculating the ROIs. The differences between the tasks could have been related to differing cognitive requirements. The requirements have also been shown to change when the range of image quality changes. Poor image quality has been shown to be estimated using low-level attributes, such as sharpness and darkness, but high image quality is estimated using high-level attributes, such as naturalness. In the current experiment, the observers estimated differences in high-quality images, so it might be that higher-level quality concepts were needed in the quality estimation more than in the difference estimation. This, however, needs further research.  

4.3 Limitations of the Study  
For the current study, we used a between-subject setup, since we thought that the differences between the tasks would be so small that one task would influence the strategies chosen for the other if done by the same person. In a within-subject setup, however, the differences between individuals are easier to control. Furthermore, in this study, the number of subjects was modest, which we took into account in the analysis, where the dependencies between individuals were controlled for using GEEs, which takes into account the dependencies from repeated estimations by a subject. However, a next step for confirming the results would be a within-subject study with a wide variety of test images and more subjects.  

In this study, we used only one saliency model but there are also many other models that might form different salient areas. However, we decided to use this model since it is one of the most used ones and a lot of research has been conducted using this model or the model it is based on and since it estimates the saliency based on low-level features that are important for our visual system (color, intensity, orientations). Also, many studies on visual attention allocation have used these models. The main focus in this study was to get a measure of low-level saliency for which purpose we find this model suitable.  

In addition, the magnitude estimation with one reference image pair might not be the best way to get good image quality estimations, since even if the image pair presents a variety of changing image quality features, it will direct the attention to the ones that are the most obvious. However, we did not consider this a problem since the main interest was in comparing differences in viewing strategies between two tasks and not in getting the best possible image quality ratings. This method makes the magnitude estimation possible with both quality and difference tasks.  

5 Conclusions  
The visual tasks of quality estimation and difference estimation that we examined showed differences in viewing strategies. The quality estimation task was faster and the attention was allocated with fewer fixations on semantically meaningful image areas than in the difference task. At the level of single fixations, there was no significant difference in fixation durations between the tasks if the image content was not taken into account. It seems that the fixation durations and selected strategy also depend on the information demands of the task and that the need for information is calculated as a combination of information from one fixation and from repeated fixations on a certain area. We conclude that the strategies for accomplishing the tasks are different and that the quality estimation task is faster. However, the speed of processing was not visible in single fixations, but was instead due to the longer planning and efficient selection of fixated areas that were mostly semantically meaningful. The difference estimation task showed less planning during the first fixation, and more fixations with longer saccades than in the quality estimation task. The salient areas were not important unless they were also semantically interesting.  

Our conclusion is that the fixation durations and saccade amplitudes themselves may not be enough when estimating
the differences between tasks. This is a conclusion similar to that of an earlier study, which found the number of fixations within an object serves to be a better measure of the importance of the area than the length of single fixations. One reason for the differences between the tasks might be the efficient selection of information needed. Further, we concluded that low-level saliency influences attention allocation only if these areas are also semantically important, which confirms the conclusion of Ref. 34.

These results show that changing one word in the instructions given to participants may change the way they direct their attention and the viewing strategy they use for evaluation. This is important to bear in mind when planning a subjective image quality experiment, especially if the results of the experiment will be used as a reference for the development of image quality algorithms. Contrary to Ref. 3, the use of free viewing as a task is not recommendable since there the observers themselves decide how they view the images and this might cause too much variation in the data, which means a requirement for more subjects. However, when choosing between difference and quality estimation tasks, one must understand that the implications might be different. In the difference task, a more thorough examination of all artifacts in an image might take place, whereas in the quality task, the areas that are semantically important and their change might be more pronounced. Therefore, when gathering or using subjective image quality data, it should be kept in mind that subjects that view images should always have a predefined task and even small changes in these instructions might change the way observers view the images.
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